We find new confidence intervals for the mean of a stationary process. The new intervals are bazed on orthonormally weighted standardized time series and asymptotically have smaller half-length mean and variance than their predecessors.
Introduction
In this paper, we find confidence intervals for the mean p of a stationary process Y1, Yz, . . .. We generalize the standardized time series area and weighted area confidence intervals developed by Schruben 
. , Y,
--where the variance parameter uz E n Var(Y,), Y, E C;,,E;/j for j = 1,2, ..., and 1.1 is the greatest integer function. We assume that p is finite, U' is well-defined, and 0 < a' < 03. We also assume that This result has only given us conditions which the weighting functions must satisfy. One method of obtaining orthonormal weighting functions is to take any set of linearly independent functions vl,. . . , vd and use the Gram-Schmidt procedure to orthonormalize them. 
Once we have orthonormal weighting functions, we can compute ( A l ( n ) , . . . , Ad(n)) and construct confidence intervals for p as follows. Since ( A l , . . . , Ad) is a vector of independent, normal (0,o') random variables, we immediately have that E$, At is U' times a chi-squared random variable with d degrees of freedom. Since (F, -p)/Ja'/n is asymptotically normal (0,l) and independent of ( A I , .
. . , A d ) (cf.
[4]), we know that
asymptotically has a t distribution with d degrees of freedom.
Hence, an approximate lOO(1-a)% confidence interval for p is given by where td,l-u/2 is the 1 -a / 2 quantile from the t distribution with d degrees of freedom. We call Vwz and Vw3 are much smaller than those of the other methods. Similar results hold for the variances of the half-lengths.
In another paper [l], we give additional analytical and empirical results for AR(1), MA(l), and M/M/l processes. In a sense, our weighted area estimator is at the opposite end of the spectrum from those in (3,4]; they have one estimator " .," For some simple stochastic processes and low-order polynomial weighting functions, it is possible to carry out the algebra to exactly compute the expected value of Vw. 
